
92% 78

8% 7

0% 0

Q2 Did you feel comfortable participating in the Summer Bridge Program
this summer?
Answered: 85 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 85

Yes, I felt
welcomed

I felt
somewhat...

No, I did not
feel...
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes, I felt welcomed

I felt somewhat welcomed in the summer bridge program

No, I did not feel comfortable
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91% 77

9% 8

0% 0

Q3 Did you find the Summer Bridge program useful?
Answered: 85 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 85

Yes, it was
very helpful

The Summer
Bridge progr...

No, it was not
helpful
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes, it was very helpful

The Summer Bridge program was somewhat useful

No, it was not helpful
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80% 68

20% 17

0% 0

Q4 Do you agree that the Summer Bridge program helped you become
more aware of campus resources?

Answered: 85 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 85

Strongly Agree

Agree

No, not really
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Strongly Agree

Agree

No, not really
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95% 80

5% 4

0% 0

Q5 Do you believe the Tutoring Center tour, Mindfulness workshop, and
Getting Organized workshops are useful for students?

Answered: 84 Skipped: 1

TOTAL 84

Yes, workshops
were very...

Workshops were
somewhat useful

No, workshops
were not useful
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes, workshops were very useful

Workshops were somewhat useful

No, workshops were not useful
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Q6 What other workshops would you like to see included and have more
information about to help future students in the program? Make a list

below:
Answered: 59 Skipped: 26

# A.

1 Scholarships, how to apply, etc.

2 More about UC's & USC's

3 Tutoring center

4 Transfer

5 Time management

6 Managing time

7 Campus tour - find classes

8 Transfer center

9 Communication

10 To give them a change to look for their classrooms for when they start school, they know where to
go

11 Scholarships

12 Financial aid workshop

13 Details of benefits with pathway such as bus pass and print limit.

14 Gym center

15 About clubs

16 Writing center

17 Internships

18 Ed plan

19 Financial aid

20 Transferring to university

21 Go over Canvas more

22 More of campus

23 Education plan

24 Financial aid workshop

25 Scholarship?

26 EOPS

27 Umoja
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28 counseling workshop

29 Universities

30 careers

31 Scholarships/money opportunities

32 Meet some teachers

33 Mental Health



34 It's perfect

35 More precise works

36 Email workshop

37 Proper email

38 N/A

39 Proper e-mail

40 Clubs/organizations

41 Email

42 N/A; everything is perfect

43 Financial aid

44 Tutoring

45 Tutoring

46 More life advice

47 Clubs

48 How to pick classes

49 Tour for classes

50 Economic advice

51 Intelligence

52 Career guidance

53 Ed plan

54 How to choose a career

55 Time management

56 General Tutoring Center

57 Jobs at school

58 More tours of school

59 Water workshop

# B.

1 How to choose our ed plan, help w/ it

2 Transfer

3 Financial aid

4 Exploring more careers

5 Financial aid tour

6 Planning classes

7 Bad habits vs. good habits

8 More counseling
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9 College supplies workshop

10 Library

11 College supply workshop

12 Sports



13 transfer workshop

14 Admissions

15 CTE

16 Let students go to their future classes

17 How to manage Stress

18 Metal music club

19 Ed plans

20 STEM

21 STEM

22 Activities

23 Volunteer

24 Self-control

25 Tips to study

26 Careers in depth

27 Career/Placement Center

28 Emphasize on skills > degree

# C.

1 Experience opportunity programs, where students volunteer to work in different fields

2 How to pick college classes for the future

3 More pathway

4 Textbooks

5 Textbooks

6 Electives

7 Scholarships

8 mindfulness

9 Ways to have in college

10 Transferring

11 Writing

12 Writing

13 Materials

14 How to relax

15 How to deal with all the classes (units)

16 Veterans Services

17 Try to unite students more
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73% 61

55% 46

51% 43

35% 29

31% 26

31% 26

17% 14

Q7 What in-class assignments did you find most useful to help you with
career exploration? You can check more than one box.

Answered: 84 Skipped: 1

Total Respondents: 84

Personality
Assessment

Resume & Cover
Letter

CTE (Career
Technical...

SMART Goals

Who Are
You?/Career...

Top 5 Values

My Life Line
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17%
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Personality Assessment

Resume & Cover Letter

CTE (Career Technical Education) Presentation

SMART Goals

Who Are You?/Career Tree

Top 5 Values

My Life Line
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70% 58

27% 22

2% 2

1% 1

Q8 Do you feel confident in your ability to use Canvas to electronically
submit class assignments online?

Answered: 83 Skipped: 2

TOTAL 83

Yes, I feel
very confident

I feel
somewhat...

No, I do not
feel confident

I do not feel
confident an...
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1%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes, I feel very confident

I feel somewhat confident

No, I do not feel confident

I do not feel confident and would like more trainings to understand and use Canvas
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Q9 What did you like best about the Summer Bridge Program? Please list
below:

Answered: 81 Skipped: 4

# RESPONSES

1 The information about universities and what can you do to get on one of those

2 Getting comfortable with school before it even started. Nice to understand everything so it doesn't
get overwhelming.

3 Everything: -Mentor; -Teacher; -The help; -People; -How the classes are -Not that bad

4 I liked the community in the Bridge Program, they made me feel welcomed. The schedule was
nice because it started at 9 so not too early and ended at 12. I liked the timing because it didn't
start too early and it didn't end too late. Also it was very informational and I learn where to go it I
have questions on campus.

5 The information about schools

6 I enjoyed meeting new people. I also liked creating the resume and the cover letter. I think they will
be very useful

7 What I liked about the Summer Bridge Program was the fun activities and the communication and
getting to know each other.

8 I liked learning where students can go attain help when struggling in a subject: -Arc Center; -
ESL/Writing Center; -Math/Science Center

9 I liked when we talked about what we would need in order to transfer. If she wouldn't have told me
I would never know

10 I was able to learn more about myself and connect with my future classmates

11 Meeting new people

12 The part where we were on teams and help each other to solve anything

13 I liked that it brought everyone together and now you feel excited and not so nervous for the first
day of school.

14 I liked that the Summer Bridge Program was very informational, I also feel a lot less nervous about
starting my fall classes.

15 I liked how the professors and the counselors are useful and are really wanting to help you out. I
liked how we did activities such as the personalities might not have seen before.

16 I liked meeting new people who were supportive and had similar concerns as me

17 -I liked that we could do assignments that required us to walk around the school and talk about our
personality and abilities

18 -Allowed me to communicate; -Showed me and inspired me to think positive; -Showed me to
always ask when I need help; -Don't just kill yourself, relax at times; stay off phone!

19 My best about the Summer Bridge was the team the we are

20 The tour that they gave us around the campus.

21 Getting to know some people before hand

22 The certificates I am able to get.

23 The thing I liked best was the environment at the classroom. I felt so welcomed and 
prepared/comfortable with all the new formats in college. Ms. ***** was a big help in that 
alongside the other mentors.

24 I get to know people and going to the tour and knowing about how to prepared before fall semester
come.
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25 I liked how I felt confident enough to participate

26 The dodge ball was fun

27 What they teach me

28 The scavenger hunt really helped me know the different types of resources provided at the school

29 I liked visiting all the tutoring centers along with doing the personality assignment.

30 What I liked best about the Summer Bridge Program was the opportunity to meet new people.

31 Interacting with new people

32 -Learn the school; -Making new friends; -Learning new things of what to do to get pass college

33 -Getting to know people; -Tutoring center tours

34 Being able to review various topics such as how to make a resume, finding a career and planning
ahead

35 This program did a great job at getting me familiarized with Cuyamaca and reassured me that I
would have support starting off the school year.

36 I enjoyed how we were introduced to all of the tutoring/help centers

37 I really liked how I got to meet new people and learn more about this college.

38 I really enjoyed the hands on help we got/can still have

39 I liked how the professors were warming and welcomed all the students.

40 Is guiding us to our best path; showed us all the resources we have; they are helpful

41 The best part of summer bridge was meeting new people before I start school in the fall

42 Lecture topics

43 I like that we got to have a little taste of what college is going to be like

44 I liked participating in the outside activities.

45 It was really relpful for the students who were still indecisive about their career path and this class
brought a much more understanding for academic success. This class also helped me on the GE
requirements and to choose courses carefully in order to transfer. The presentations were really
helpful also and I was given more information about my career.

46 I like how we got to see places where we can get help, I also liked that I got to learn something 
about what I need to get into a UC.

47 That it was preparing us for college work. Also preparing us for universities when & if we transfer.

48 I like that there were activities that brought people together. Also, the tour of the campus.

49 - they helped us out to be aware of what's coming up.

50 -getting more into how to transfer; -the teachers/mentors/counselor were helpful

51 I like that you kind of get a feel of what your classes are going to look like and you get to meet
people and make friends all off this before school actually starts.

52 I liked that we explored the school more because I feel that that's like a real start. And I like that
now i've met some students that would most likely be in my class

53 -Get to meet new people; -Experience college beforehand; -Interact with new people

54 Personality test and the activities

55 The attention is so good in this program.

56 What I liked best about the Summer Bridge Program was that it gave me a huge insight about
what to expect about community college.

57 The mentors were really helpful and helped us step by step with anything.

58 All the videos & assignments, like the personality assessments & the career options video

59 IT was really eye-opening. I felt like it was a huge stepping stone.
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60 Feeling welcomed

61 -Meeting new people; -Knowing the campus

62 Getting to know myself & others more.

63 I liked the tour in the beginning of the program. I feel like I have a better idea where everything is
now. I thought the "Olympics" were fun too. It was a nice break from the school work and a good
way to meet new people.

64 I liked that the professors/mentors really care about how comfortable we feel. Also how all the
resources we learned actually apply to our life, not like high school.

65 Everyone is willing to help you to reach your goal

66 -Making friends; -A lot of access of opportunities; -Helpful & thoughtful mentors & instructor

67 That we were able to figure things out that we didn't even know about ourselves, also the hunt to
figure out where everything was

68 What I really liked was the tour/scavenger hunt. I feel like it really helped me, and win help me
save time.

69 I liked how smooth of a transition it was from high school to college. IT also really prepared me
with the tours so I know where my classes are

70 -Meeting new people; -Knowing that there are resource centers; -Know the campus more and
understand how to pick my classes better

71 -How to manage my time; -How to choose classes

72 Mentors and classmates

73 -Meet new people; -The instructor and the mentors are prepared and ready to help you; -The
information and how they guide you.

74 I liked being able to meet with the mentors b/c they're still students here & they know what's going
on currently and are able to guide you from a student's perspective

75 I like that it was like a head start for incoming college freshmen. It helped me make a few new
friends and sometimes challenged my personality.

76 I like all the support that the instructors give it to us. I like the interaction with all the new students.
Also like the presentations and workshops that the instructors give to us.

77 Learning more about the resources and learning about the different majors that are available here
at Cuyamaca

78 I like how open it is and how they don't college feel like a prison

79 -I liked how organized it made me; -Personality test; -Creating a resume

80 I like how much info we were given about the school and knowing ourselves and it really made me
just excited to learn and be in college.

81 I like how comfortable and educated our supervisors are because I can believe and want to listen
to what information they have to say.
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Q10 How can we improve the Summer Bridge Program for future
students? Please list below:

Answered: 74 Skipped: 11

# RESPONSES

1 -Emails; -Dates/hours; -Little more information about this program

2 -Making mentor meetings more straight forward so they have a purpose instead of making them
more of a chore. -More things to talk about, more of an objective.

3 Maybe: spend more time with each student or a small group

4 You can improve it by providing snacks to energize us

5 By not making so many activities in the sun when it's really hot

6 To be completely honest you guys are doing great with this program. Everything you guys have
done has helped me. I feel welcome. Thank you!

7 Talk more about all the resource centers available around campus and talk more about transfer
requirements and courses that must be taken in order to graduate and transfer more early on.

8 Be a little bit more organized

9 Be more organized

10 Well probably by giving more breaks because our generation is not used to be sitting and listening
for a lot of time,

11 -Improve 3rd hour activities; -"Olympics" wasn't really fun

12 -Being more organized; -Not having so much down time

13 Maybe having us already assigned to a mentor meeting/date and time, that way maybe it won't be
so chaotic and if you weren't to be able to make it then you would have to go reschedule.

14 Don't make people feel obligates to play field games/or prepare for it better and let us know in
advance we might be getting wet.

15 -I feel that "Summer Bridge Program" is already good for new students

16 -I would like to contribute to be a mentor, to tell them how short but important the experience is
during the summer and the best to come within the years; -I say expand/spread the word on
pathway; -Really get that one on one to talk about emotions

17 Nothing

18 A little more planning or organization from teachers

19 The benefits of being in Pathways.

20 I wouldn't change a thing. I feel prepared already.

21 This summer class is really helpful.

22 I think the way I can improve is by the mentors talking more in class so we can get close to them

23 Don't have 3 hour classes because we get unfocused and sleepy

24 I think talk each other (students) to know each other

25 It was a great experience

26 I honestly feel as though the Summer Bridge Program was perfect the way it is, so just keep up
the good work.

27 -Start events earlier; -Set up earlier

28 Do more hands on activities in between lectures
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29 There's nothing to change really you did really good and just keep doing what your doing

30 -Many of us do not know much about financial aid stuff, so it would be helpful if we got more
details about it; -I feel like there was too much flexibility causing students not to take the class
seriously. This is college.

31 -Set a stricter plan for the days to enforce more structure to the class; -I wish that it was more
structured in the timeframe we had and topics weren't over talked about

32 Spend more time going over the education plan and more of the technical stuff we need to know
about college i.e. how we can get ready to transfer.

33 Leave more time for presentations/workshops. Some of them felt rushed

34 There could be improvement by instead of having a lot of presentations have students engage in
more fun activities.

35 Have more interactive activities than lectures.

36 More hands-on activities

37 Maybe next time we can go over how to get extra money for college.

38 A full walk-through on how to use Canvas

39 Less long lectures & explaining the final on Monday rather than the day before it's due

40 Make them do many activities in groups and with people they still don't know. It's better if they get
to talk to everybody in the class and make new friends.

41 I think everything was wonderful but maybe having more lessons on how to know more about 
certain careers.

42 Make more group activities

43 Go more in detail about different majors and careers for those students who are undecided

44 - Have more time for the Olympics

45 One of the big issues that incoming students have is that they hate being treated like a little kid
and almost like a high school freshman not a college freshman. I think maybe allowing students to
have freedom and maybe not be forced to do things but also maybe have workshops with the
teachers and mentors about how you can still be there for your students without making them feel
like children or something "underneath" you.

46 Not do activities out in the hot sun. They were still fun but you end up with a headache.

47 -Time management

48 It's good :)

49 Doing more specific jobs.

50 We can improve the Summer Bridge Program by offering & showing more videos about being in
community college.

51 I guess just have more activities so it can be a bit more fun.

52 More group talking

53 Be a little more organized.

54 Be a little more organized w/ time

55 Get more involved

56 Nothing, it's perfect

57 I don't think anything else should be added.

58 Everything you seem to be doing is great to me :)

59 Everything is fine.

60 -Do more activities; -Add more mentors; -Add & discuss more about life, not just identifying it
because it just makes us curious of who we are
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61 Maybe have two different sessions, because maybe not all students are available those 2 weeks!

62 Start the program earlier so everything doesn't feel as rushed. That way we can have more
workshops

63 Have more activities with the other classes so we meet new people

64 -Respect time; -Do more fun activities

65 Help them with research careers

66 I don't know if they weren't organized or ready but I really wanted to play in teams in the pathway
academy olympics and that never happened.

67 Maybe more time b/c there's so much to learn in so little time (maybe 3 weeks).

68 I think it's perfect, maybe just make it 3 weeks long.

69 I think the summer bridge program it is ok.

70 I think there should be a workshop about getting more in depth about different careers and learn
what it's like to work in that field. There should be examples, demonstrations, and activities and act
like we are working in that field. This would be really helpful for students who are undecided about
their majors.

71 What I would suggest would be to explain things a lot more and have more time so future students
can learn more about Cuyamaca

72 You can improve the summer bridge program by making more outdoor activities to connect the
students.

73 Just by giving more tours of the school because I still feel like I'm going to get lost. And also really
inform students on how they can have careers they will enjoy without needing a degree. I think that
would be really helpful for a lot of people and save them a lot of money.

74 Improve it with more mentors
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